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ABSTRACT

Deep learning based models fail in generalizing well to test instances sampled
from outside the training distribution. To approach this issue, ongoing research
efforts in the field of invariant risk minimization aim at formulating & optimizing
objectives that offer better prospects on the model’s ability to generalize beyond
the domain of the training set. Our work focuses on learning image representa-
tions invariant to rotational transformations—a prevalent impediment in several
modern computer vision applications as models often fail to produce good results
when objects & entities in the test images are rotated versions of those in the train
images (Azulay & Weiss, 2019). We draw inspirations from the algorithmic fair-
ness literature wherein prior works (Baharlouei et al., 2020; Cho et al., 2020; Jiang
et al., 2020) have developed in-processing (or train-time) mitigation strategies to
promote statistical independence between the predictor’s output and a certain pre-
determined sensitive feature in the dataset. We encode rotational transformation as
discrete quantities {0,90,180,270} and consider it a hand-crafted sensitive feature
for our use-case. We will extend the FERMI framework (Lowy et al., 2021) for
our task to penalize any dependency between the model’s output and the input im-
age’s rotation feature, and hypothesize that a model trained through this adjusted
risk minimization strategy will generalize better to test samples. For experimen-
tal evaluation, we pre-process the dataset so that the train images’ rotation angle
strongly correlates with the train labels and the test images uncorrelated (example
visualized in figure 1). In this scenario, a model trained using classical ERM ob-
tains poor accuracy scores on the test data due to its inability to generalize. Using
this setup, we will perform a systematic evaluation of the efficiency and general-
ization ability of commonly used CNN-based architectures like LeNet, Resnet-18,
etc., on rotated versions of several popular datasets like MNIST, CIFAR10, etc. In
addressing a specific computer vision issue, we believe this study will also help
researchers & practitioners gain more insights into generalization in deep learning.

Figure 1: Rotated MNIST
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